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 Unit 1 Vita-Orange Pop  A  1. supermarket  2. sugar3. flavor   4. commercial5. future  6. cart B 1. cart 2. sugar 3. flavor  C 1. My mouth waters while watching the TV commercial.2. Give your children a healthy future.3. I turn on the TV to watch my favorite animation.4. We put some Vita-Orange Pop in the shopping cart. D watch / juice / drink / supermarket  Unit 2 The Body of a Plant A  1. stem   2. above3. root   4. fix5. upright  6. take B 1. stem 2. roots 3. fix  C 1. food in their roots 2. the plant grow well 3. on the stems and branches4. from the roots to the leaves D leaves / soil / stand / water      

6 Answer Keys 
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Workbook Answer Keys

2. sugar 4. commercial 6. cart 

My mouth waters while watching the TV commercial. Give your children a healthy future. I turn on the TV to watch my favorite animation. Orange Pop in the shopping cart. 

supermarket 

a Plant 

above fix take 

on the stems and branches from the roots to the leaves 
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Unit 3 Milk’s Long Journey A  1. factory  2. feed3. heat   4. milk5. machine  6. kill B 1. feed 2. machine 3. heat  C 1. The farmers send the milk to a factory.2. Farmers feed and care for their cows.3. Where does milk come from?4. A truck driver delivers the milk to stores. D Farmers / cows / safety / store  Unit 4 A Report about a Cactus A  

1. desert  2. damage3. search  4. cactus5. spine   6. gather B 1. cactus 2. search 3. desert   
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Long Journey 

feed milk kill 

1. The farmers send the milk to a factory. 2. Farmers feed and care for their cows. 3. Where does milk come from? milk to stores. 

Farmers / cows / safety / stores 

A Report about a Cactus 

damage cactus gather 
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C 1. only when the soil dries out2. and asked about cactuses 3. can store lots of water 4. the information on the internet D report / information / store / little  Unit 5 My Uncle’s Wedding A  1. decorate  2. attend3. supper  4. wedding5. photographer  6. bow tie B 1. decorate 2. bow tie 3. photographer  C 1. I’m so excited with my role in the wedding.2. Mom will decorate the wedding hall with flowers.3. I will wear a suit with a bow tie.4. My aunt flew to Korea to attend the wedding. D uncle / roles / record / wedding hall   

6 Answer Keys 
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only when the soil dries out  
the information on the internet 

report / information / store / little 

My Uncle’s Wedding 

attend wedding bow tie 

I’m so excited with my role in the wedding. 2. Mom will decorate the wedding hall with flowers. 3. I will wear a suit with a bow tie. 4. My aunt flew to Korea to attend the wedding. 

uncle / roles / record / wedding hall 
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Unit 6 Triangles Are Everywhere A  

1. side   2. similar3. angle   4. sum5. hanger   6. equal B 1. hanger 2. angle 3. equal  C 1. in the shape of a triangle 2. is always 180 degrees 3. have three equal sides 4. three sides and three angles D shapes / three / sum / pizza   Unit 7 Water, Water, Everywhere! A  1. frost   2. ocean3. lake   4. liquid5. gas    6. solid B 1. lake 2. frost 3. liquid   
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Everywhere 

similar sum equal 

 

three sides and three angles 

 

Water, Water, Everywhere! 

ocean liquid solid 
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C 1. Water usually means liquid water.2. We can see lots of solid water in the North Pole.3. Water is everywhere on the earth.4. When water gets hot, it becomes vapor. D different / liquid / rivers / vapor  Unit 8 Oops! Hiccups!  A  

1. nervous  2. choir3. practice  4. breath5. hiccup   6. frighten B 1. breath 2. choir 3. nervous  C 1. me behind my back 2. in the main hall 3. and fortunately my hiccups stopped4. practiced very hard for a month D school / hiccups / help / harmony     

6 Answer Keys 
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Water usually means liquid water. We can see lots of solid water in the North Pole. Water is everywhere on the earth. When water gets hot, it becomes vapor. 

different / liquid / rivers / vapor 

choir breath frighten 

and fortunately my hiccups stopped practiced very hard for a month 

school / hiccups / help / harmony 
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Unit 9 Eat Healthy! Be Healthy! A  1. blood   2. receive3. height  4. nod5. disappointed   6. weight B 1. height 2. receive 3. disappointed  C 1. You should get enough sleep and exercise.2. How can I grow faster? 3. Eating healthy food is very important.4. But I grew just a little taller. D results / gained / grew / healthy  Unit 10 Too Much Trash on Mount Everest A  1. famous  2. same3. climb   4. leave5. dump  6. throw away B 1. climb 2. throw away 3. famous  C 1. stay in the ground forever 2. a lot of trash on the mountain3. the highest mountain in the world4. we make the earth sick  D climb / trash / problem / protect  Unit 11 Light and Shadows A  1. flashlight  2. block3. low   4. shadow5. length  6. experiment
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Eat Healthy! Be Healthy! 

receive nod weight 

You should get enough sleep and exercise. 
Eating healthy food is very important. But I grew just a little taller. 

results / gained / grew / healthy 

Trash on Mount Everest 

same leave throw away 

 a lot of trash on the mountain the highest mountain in the world 

climb / trash / problem / protect  

Light and Shadows 

block shadow experiment 
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B 1. flashlight 2. length 3. shadow  C 1. A shadow appears when an object blocks the light.2. At noon, the sun is high up in the sky.3. Shine a flashlight at a wall in a dark room.4. In the early morning, the sun is low. D moves / length / shorter / bigger  Unit 12 Making a Poster  A  

1. town   2. title3. complete  4. festival5. display  6. character B 1. festival 2. town 3. title  C 1. a sketch and colored it 2. on display during the festival3. and the phrases for the poster4. our town to enjoy the festival D posters / group / character / completed
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A shadow appears when an object blocks the light. At noon, the sun is high up in the sky. Shine a flashlight at a wall in a dark room. In the early morning, the sun is low. 

moves / length / shorter / bigger 

title festival character 

2. on display during the festival and the phrases for the poster our town to enjoy the festival 

posters / group / character / completed 
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Unit 13 The Moon  A  1. satellite 2. Half Moon 3. surface 4. rocky 5. Full Moon 6. orbit  B 1. surface 2. Full Moon 3. orbits  C 1. The Moon is smaller than the Earth.2. The Moon does not have its own light.3. There is no air and no wind on the Moon.4. The Sun gives light to the Moon. D satellite / holes / orbits / grows  Unit 14 Go! My Sister!  A  1. hoop   2. wave3. competition  4. crowd5. twirl   6. rhythmic B 1. wave 2. crowd 3. hoop  C 1. twirled her ribbon at the same time2. She will do great 3. a smile and waved to the crowd4. the gymnastics stadium to cheer for her D participated / cheer / perform / fantastic  Unit 15 Unique Musical Instruments A  1. trumpet  2. uniform3. discover  4. valley5. communicate  6. shepherd

6 Answer Keys 
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The Moon is smaller than the Earth. The Moon does not have its own light. no wind on the Moon. The Sun gives light to the Moon. 

satellite / holes / orbits / grows 

wave crowd rhythmic 

twirled her ribbon at the same time 
a smile and waved to the crowd the gymnastics stadium to cheer for her 

participated / cheer / perform / fantastic 

Unique Musical Instruments 

uniform valley shepherd 
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B 1. uniforms 2. trumpet 3. valley  C 1. A bagpipe is the national instrument in Scotland.2. It is a very long wooden trumpet.3. Every county has its own musical instruments.4. It is very often used in Indian film music. D country / wooden / windbag / strings  Unit 16 The Enormous Turnip A  1. yard   2. enormous3. wife   4. plant5. turnip   6. care for B 1. plant 2. yard 3. wife  C 1. to a girl playing by the tree2. a nice turnip dinner 3. came to help them 4. but it didn’t move  D seeds / enormous / move / pulled    
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A bagpipe is the national instrument in Scotland. It is a very long wooden trumpet. Every county has its own musical instruments. It is very often used in Indian film music. 

country / wooden / windbag / strings 

The Enormous Turnip 

enormous plant care for 

to a girl playing by the tree 

pulled 
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